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ABSTRACT
We used models of thermally-pulsing asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars, that also
describe the dust-formation process in the wind, to interpret the combination of near–
and mid–infrared photometric data of the dwarf galaxy IC 1613. This is the first time
that this approach is extended to an environment different from the Milky Way and
the Magellanic Clouds (MCs). Our analysis, based on synthetic population techniques,
shows a nice agreement between the observations and the expected distribution of
stars in the colour–magnitude diagrams obtained with JHK and Spitzer bands. This
allows a characterization of the individual stars in the AGB sample in terms of mass,
chemical composition, and formation epoch of the progenitors. We identify the stars
exhibiting the largest degree of obscuration as carbon stars evolving through the final
AGB phases, descending from 1 − 1.25M objects of metallicity Z = 10−3 and from
1.5−2.5M stars with Z = 2×10−3. Oxygen–rich stars constitute the majority of the
sample (∼ 65%), mainly low mass stars (< 2M) that produce a negligible amount
of dust (6 10−7M/yr). We predict the overall dust-production rate from IC 1613,
mostly determined by carbon stars, to be∼ 6×10−7M/yr with an uncertainty of 30%.
The capability of the current generation of models to interpret the AGB population
in an environment different from the MCs opens the possibility to extend this kind of
analysis to other Local Group galaxies.
Key words: Stars: abundances – Stars: AGB and post-AGB. ISM: abundances, dust
1 INTRODUCTION
Stars of mass in the range 1 M 6 M 6 8 M, after
the consumption of helium in the core, evolve through the
thermally-pulsing asymptotic giant branch (AGB) phase.
This evolutionary phase, though extremely short compared
to the duration of the core hydrogen and helium burning,
is of paramount importance, because it is during the AGB
phase that most of the mass loss occurs, thus allowing the
pollution of the interstellar medium with gas and dust.
The importance of this class of objects stems from their
relevance in several astrophysical contexts, such as their ef-
fect on the determination of the masses and star–formation
rates of low– and high– redshift galaxies (Maraston et al.
2006; Conroy et al. 2009), their role in the chemical evolu-
tion of galaxies (Romano et al. 2010), and likely the forma-
tion of second generation stars in globular clusters (Ventura
et al. 2001). Furthermore, AGB stars are efficient dust man-
ufacturers, owing to the thermodynamic conditions of their
circumstellar envelope, a favourable environment for dust
formation (Ferrarotti & Gail 2001, 2002, 2006).
The evolution through the AGB is as complex as it is
important, owing to the delicate interface between the ther-
modynamic structure of the compact, degenerate core and
the tenuous, expanded convective envelope. In the stellar
layers separating these two regions, the main physical vari-
ables, i.e. pressure, temperature and density, drop by sev-
eral orders of magnitude, thus rendering the physical and
numerical description of the stellar structure problematic.
To this, we add the uncertain description of convection and
mass loss, which is still unknown based on first principles
and thus modelled via empirical prescriptions. These are the
main reasons why, despite the significant progress of AGB
modelling over the last few years (e.g., Karakas & Lattanzio
2014), the results are still not completely reliable. The com-
parison between theoretical AGB models with observations
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is crucial in order to substantially improve the predictive
power of the stellar evolution models.
The Magellanic Clouds (MCs) have been extensively
used to test theoretical predictions and to derive information
on the internal structure and on the efficiency of the mecha-
nisms that are altering the surface chemical composition of
AGB stars. The near– and mid–infrared (IR) colours of the
stars observed are extremely sensitive to the dust present in
the wind; they can thus test the description of the dust for-
mation in the circumstellar envelope, which some research
groups have recently coupled with the modelling of the cen-
tral star (Ventura et al. 2012a,b; Di Criscienzo et al. 2013;
Ventura et al. 2014a; Nanni et al. 2013a,b, 2014). This field
of research is currently undergoing significant improvements,
with the introduction of chemical–dynamical models of the
circumstellar envelope which are promising replacements of
the hydrostatic approximation currently used (Marigo et al.
2016).
The comparison between the Spitzer data and the evo-
lutionary sequences allowed the characterisation of the AGB
population of the MCs, in terms of mass, age and metallicity
distribution (Dell’Agli et al. 2014a, 2015a,b). The analysis
of the stars exhibiting the largest degree of obscuration in
the MCs was shown to be a valuable indicator not only of
the main physical processes taking place during the AGB
evolution, but also of the efficiency with which dust grains
form and grow in the circumstellar envelope (Ventura et al.
2015, 2016).
To allow a more exhaustive test of the theoretical mod-
els used so far, it is crucial to extend this kind of analysis
to environments with different metallicities and star forma-
tion histories (SFH). This is now possible, thanks to the
mid–IR survey of DUST in Nearby Galaxies with Spitzer
(DUSTiNGS; Boyer et al. 2015a,b), which provided 3.6µm
and 4.5µm Spitzer imaging of 50 dwarf galaxies within 1.5
Mpc. The availability of mid–IR data complements recent
HST studies aimed at constraining the lifetimes of AGB
stars in nearby galaxies (Girardi et al. 2010; Rosenfield et
al. 2014, 2016). In particular, the combination of near– and
mid–IR photometry is a powerful diagnostic of the AGB
population of dwarf galaxies, with the goal of characteriz-
ing the stars observed in terms of mass, chemical compo-
sition, and progenitor formation epoch. Following the same
approach adopted to study the evolved, obscured sources of
the MCs, we base our analysis on the AGB evolutionary se-
quences that account for dust formation in the wind; this is
required to correctly interpret the near– and mid–IR fluxes
of AGB stars surrounded by dust. We also investigate the
most obscured stars in the galaxy and predict the overall
dust–production rate from AGB stars. To date, this is the
first time that this methodology is applied to galaxies other
than Milky Way and the MCs, providing a test of the current
generation of AGB models in different environments.
The paper is organised as follows: the observational
sample of AGB stars considered for the analysis is described
in section 2; section 3 presents the numerical and physical
inputs used to model the AGB phase and to produce the syn-
thetic population. The description of the main properties of
the AGB phase, including dust evolution and the impact on
the IR emission, is discussed in section 4; section 5 present
the interpretation of the observations and our conclusions
are offered in section 6.
2 IC 1613: INFRARED OBSERVATIONS AND
SFH
In this work, we focus on the irregular dwarf galaxy IC
1613, one of the nearest gas–rich dwarf galaxies in the Local
Group, characterized by low internal reddening and fore-
ground contamination. This choice is mainly motivated by
the numerous population of AGB stars, widely studied in
the literature. Borissova et al. (2000) presented the J– and
K–band photometry of IC 1613, studying the distribution
of AGB stars in the galaxy. Albert et al. (2000) identified
∼ 200 carbon stars (C–stars) via a narrow–band wide field
survey of IC 1613, focused on the CN and TiO photometry.
Battinelli & Demers (2009), compared narrow–band identi-
fication of hundreds of C–stars with their J− and K− pho-
tometry classification, finding a threshold for the detection
of C–stars. Menzies et al. (2015) presented a 3yr–survey of si-
multaneous imaging in the J , H and Ks of IC 1613, focused
on the identification of supergiants, oxygen–rich (O–rich)
and C–stars. Wider and complete surveys of this galaxy in
the near–IR bands were conducted by Sibbons et al. (2015)
and Chun et al. (2015), and the former presented a popula-
tion of ∼ 800 AGB candidate classified on the basis of JHK
photometry. The distance of IC 1613 has been studied by
several groups using different methods (Dolphin et al. 2001;
Pietrzyn´ski et al. 2006; Tammann et al. 2011). We adopt
the mean distance of ∼ 760 kpc, determined by Bernard et
al. (2010) by comparing their own measurement using RR
Lyrae and Cepheid data to the values found in the literature.
We base our analysis of the IC 1613 AGB population on
near– and mid–IR observations. More specifically, we con-
sider the sample of AGB candidates observed by Sibbons et
al. (2015) with the Wide Field CAMera (WFCAM) mounted
on UKIRT, in the J , H and K bands, covering an area of
0.8 deg2 on the sky, within 4.5 kpc from the galactic cen-
tre. The effects of the internal reddening in the near–IR is
negligible (E(J − K) = 0.010 − 0.015 mag; Sibbons et al.
(2015)), therefore no correction has been made to account
for it. All magnitudes and colours are corrected for fore-
ground extinction using the extinction map from Schlegel et
al. (1998), which gives E(B − V ) = 0.02 − 0.03 mag. Sib-
bons et al. (2015) flagged each object (as stellar, probably
stellar, noise like, saturated etc.) in each band, on the base
of the flux curve-of-growth for a series of apertures (Sibbons
et al. 2012). Their criterion to select sources required that a
given object has a magnitude measurement in all the three
bands and that it is classified as stellar or probably stellar in
at least two of the three bands1.To exclude the bulk of the
foreground objects, Sibbons et al. (2015) assumed a color
cut of (J −H)0 > 0.64 mag. This is not sufficient to remove
completely the foreground sources, which are estimated to
contaminate the sample in the central region at the level
of < 1%. In order to identify AGB candidates, they con-
sidered only stars brighter than the K0 = 18.28 mag, i. e.
the magnitude of the tip of the red giant branch (TRGB)
at the distance of IC 1613. The resulting catalogue of AGB
candidates is composed of ∼ 840 stars. The AGB sample
was further classified in C– and O–rich stars, adopting the
following criterion: stars were classified as O–rich if they
1 This criterion allows to remove the majority of the background
galaxies, as shown by Sibbons et al. (2015).
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are confined in the region 0.75 < (J − K)0 < 1.15 mag,
while C–stars occupy the region (J −K)0 > 1.15 mag. In-
deed, there is no strict colour boundary between these two
spectral types in (J −K) and the misclassification of AGB
sources in both directions is probable, as we show later (see
section 5). This classification represents the red limit for the
majority of the O–rich stars better than the blue limit for
the C–type population (Kacharov et al. 2012; Sibbons et
al. 2014).
We extend the analysis to the mid–IR spectral region in
order to better constrain our AGB models on the basis of the
dust contribution. Boyer et al. (2015a) present the DUST-
iNGS survey of 50 dwarf galaxies observed in and around
the Local Group, which is designed to detect evolved stars
in the dust–producing phase. IC 1613 was observed with In-
fraRed Array Camera in the [3.6] and [4.5] bands during two
epochs, reducing the effect of variability. The level of extinc-
tion in these bands results in a change in magnitude that is
significantly less than the photometric uncertainties, so we
have not corrected for it. Having only the measurement of
the [3.6] and [4.5] magnitude available, it was not possi-
ble to reduce the contamination from background and fore-
ground sources. Boyer et al. (2015a) adopted TRGB mag-
nitude M3.6 = −6 mag for all the 50 galaxies, considering
only star brighter than this limit as AGB stars. While they
could not classify all detected AGB stars with only the mid-
IR data, they did separate a subset of individual AGB stars
from foreground and background sources by their magnitude
changes between two epochs.
We cross–correlated the sample of AGB candidates by
Sibbons et al. (2015) with stars from the DUSTiNGS “Good
Source” catalogue 2 by Boyer et al. (2015a), using a match-
ing radius of 1.2 arcsec. In this way we were able to select
755 objects, probably AGB stars, observed in both near–
and mid–IR bands. 10% of the AGB candidates observed
by Sibbons et al. (2015) are not matched with any star in
the Boyer’s sample. The reason is that the field of view ob-
served by UKIRT is wider than the Spitzer one: therefore,
the majority (90%) of the stars observed by UKIRT that
are not in the Spitzer sample fall in the region not covered
by the DUSTiNGS field of view. Note that the most ob-
scured stars are excluded by the criterion assumed by Sib-
bons et al. (2015) to select AGB candidates because they
are not detected in the near–IR bands. However, these stars
are present in the DUSTiNGS catalogue (see Section 5.3).
Recently, Skillman et al. (2014) presented a study of
IC 1613 based on HST/ACS observations. In an area that
covers 9% of the field, which is considered representative of
the entire galaxy, they find an early phase of star formation,
lasting 5–6Gyr, characterized by an approximately constant
SFR (∼ 10−9 Myr−1pc−2). This is followed by an epoch,
started ∼ 8Gyr ago, during which the SFR has been a factor
∼ 2 smaller. The recent era is characterized by a moderate
and constant SFR (∼ 0.4×10−9 Myr−1pc−2). Concerning
the age–metallicity relation (AMR), Skillman et al. (2014)
derive a constant increase of the metallicity (Z) during the
evolution of the galaxy; the values of Z span the range 4×
10−4 6 Z 6 4 × 10−3. In this work we use the SFR and
2 The“Good Source” catalogue is culled to include only high–
confidence point sources and reliable measurements
AMR by Skillman et al. (2014) to construct the synthetic
population of AGB stars, as described in section 5.
3 NUMERICAL AND PHYSICAL INPUTS
3.1 Stellar evolution models
This work is based on evolutionary sequences calculated
with the ATON code, extensively described in Ventura et
al. (1998); the interested reader may find in Ventura &
D’Antona (2009) a list of the most recent chemical and phys-
ical input. The models trace the pre–main sequence to the
almost complete loss of the external mantle. The metallici-
ties used are Z = 10−3, Z = 2×10−3 and Z = 4×10−3. The
mixtures adopted are taken from Grevesse & Sauval (1998);
for the lowest metallicity cases, we use [α/Fe] = +0.4 and
for Z = 4× 10−3, we adopted [α/Fe] = +0.2.
We adopt the physical input that is most relevant for
this work, described as follows:
• The convective instability is described by means of the
Full Spectrum of Turbulence (FST) model developed by
Canuto & Mazzitelli (1991). This prescription was shown to
favour strong hot bottom burning (HBB) conditions during
the AGB phase of M > 3 M stars (Ventura & D’Antona
2005). Other models in the literature, based on the tradi-
tional mixing length theory (MLT), find that the lower limit
in mass to reach HBB condition is ∼ 5M (Karakas & Lat-
tanzio 2014; Marigo et al. 2013)
• Nuclear burning and mixing of chemicals are self–
consistently coupled, in a diffusive–like scheme. Overshoot of
convective eddies into radiatively stable regions is described
by means of an exponential decay of velocities from the con-
vective/radiative interface, fixed by the Schwarzschild cri-
terion. The e–folding distance is assumed to be 0.002Hp
(where Hp is the pressure scale height calculated at the for-
mal boundary of convection), in agreement with the calibra-
tion based on the observed luminosity function of C–stars
in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC), given by Ventura et
al. (2014a).
• The mass–loss rate for oxygen–rich models is deter-
mined via the Blo¨cker (1995) treatment; we set the free pa-
rameter ηR to 0.02, according to the calibration based on the
luminosity function of lithium-rich stars in the MCs, given
in Ventura et al. (2000). For C–stars we use the results from
the Berlin group (Wachter et al. 2002, 2008). To account for
the significant mass loss suffered by M < 1M stars during
the pre-AGB phases, we determined the mass at the begin-
ning of the AGB evolution for these objects adopting the
prescription by Rosenfield et al. (2014).
• The molecular opacities in the low–temperature regime
(below 104 K) are calculated by means of the AESOPUS
tool (Marigo & Aringer 2009). The opacities are suitably
constructed to follow the changes in the chemical composi-
tion of the envelope. This was shown to significantly affect
the evolution following the achievement of the C–star stage
(Ventura & Marigo 2009, 2010).
3.2 Dust formation in the winds of AGB stars
The growth of dust particles in the circumstellar envelope
is modelled according to the scheme introduced by the Hei-
c© 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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delberg group (Gail & Sedlmayr 1985, 1999; Ferrarotti &
Gail 2001, 2002, 2006; Zhukovska et al. 2008). The overall
set of equations used and the physical assumptions behind
this model are extensively described in the afore mentioned
papers and by the previous works by our group (Ventura et
al. 2012a,b; Di Criscienzo et al. 2013; Dell’Agli et al. 2014b;
Ventura et al. 2014a).
The wind is assumed to expand isotropically, with con-
stant velocity, from the surface of the star; once the gas
particles enter the condensation zone, the wind is acceler-
ated owing to the effects of radiation pressure on the newly
formed grains. In this model, the dynamical conditions of
the wind are determined on the basis of the mass and mo-
mentum conservation, whereas the growth of dust particles
is found on the basis of the gas density and the thermal ve-
locity in the inner border of the condensation region. Gas
dynamics and dust grain growth are coupled via the extinc-
tion coefficient in the equation of momentum conservation,
which depends on the number density and size of the grains
formed.
The dust species taken into account depend on the sur-
face chemical composition of the star. In carbon rich environ-
ments (C/O > 1), formation of solid carbon, silicon carbide
(SiC) and solid iron are considered, whereas in oxygen–rich
atmospheres we account for the formation of silicates, alu-
mina dust and solid iron.
For any stage during the AGB evolution, the dust
formed in the wind is determined self–consistently based on
the physical parameters of the star (luminosity, mass, ef-
fective temperature and mass–loss rate) and on the surface
chemical composition.
3.3 Synthetic spectra
The near– and mid–IR magnitudes used in the present anal-
ysis are found by a two–step process. First, on the basis of
the values of mass, luminosity, effective temperature, mass–
loss rate and surface chemical composition of a given AGB
phase, the dust-formation model described in Section 3.2 is
applied to determine the size of the dust grains formed and
the optical depth (here we use the value at 10 µm, τ10).
These ingredients are used by the code DUSTY (Nenkova
et al. 1999) to calculate the synthetic spectra of each se-
lected point along the evolutionary sequence. The input ra-
diation from the central star was obtained by interpolating
in gravity and effective temperature among the appropriate
tables of the same metallicity: we used the NEXTGEN at-
mospheres (Hauschildt 1999) for oxygen–rich stars and the
COMARCS atmospheres (Aringer et al. 2009) for carbon
stars. In the latter case we interpolated among the C/O
values. The magnitudes in the various bands are obtained
by convolution with the appropriate transmission curves.
DUSTY needs as input parameters the effective tempera-
ture of the star, the radial profile of the gas density and the
dust composition of the wind, in terms of the percentage
of the various species present and of the size of the dust
particles formed. All these quantities are known based on
the results of stellar evolution and of the description of the
wind. The interested reader may find a detailed description
of this process in Dell’Agli et al. (2015a) (Section 2.3).
4 THE EVOLUTION THROUGH THE AGB
PHASE
The Z = 1.4 × 10−3 models used here are extensively dis-
cussed in Ventura et al. (2013, 2014a,b). We direct the in-
terested reader to these papers for a full presentation of the
evolutionary sequences. The Z = 2×10−3 models have been
computed specifically for the present investigation. We con-
sider the entire AGB evolution, which begins with the igni-
tion of shell helium burning (early–AGB phase) and extends
to the thermal pulse (TP) AGB phase.
4.1 The role of the initial mass
The physical and chemical evolution through the AGB phase
is primarily affected by the initial mass of the star, as the
latter quantity determines the core mass at the beginning of
the TP phase, which is the key quantity in driving the AGB
evolution (Herwig 2005; Karakas & Lattanzio 2014).
Models with mass above ∼ 3 M experience HBB, con-
sisting of an advanced proton capture nucleosynthesis at the
bottom of the convective envelope (Renzini & Voli 1981).
This nuclear activity requires that the temperature at the
base of the external mantle (Tbce) exceeds ∼ 30 MK. The
activation of HBB favours a significant increase in the stel-
lar luminosity (Blo¨cker & Scho¨nberner 1991), which makes
the core mass vs. luminosity relationship much steeper than
that predicted by the classic Paczyn´ski (1970) law. HBB af-
fects the overall duration of the TP–AGB phase, because
the higher luminosity favours a faster loss of the external
mantle (Ventura & D’Antona 2005). On the chemical side,
the ignition of HBB triggers the activation of CN cycling,
with the synthesis of nitrogen at the expense of carbon; this
process requires temperatures Tbce > 40 MK. Stars of mass
above ∼ 5 M evolve at Tbce > 80 MK, thus experiencing
an even more advanced nucleosynthesis, with the activation
of the full CNO cycle. The surface chemical composition of
these stars will be carbon and oxygen poor, and enriched in
nitrogen. The achievement of the C–star stage in the stars
undergoing HBB is prevented by the proton capture nucle-
osynthesis at which carbon nuclei are exposed in the external
envelope.
Stars of initial mass below 3 M do not experience any
HBB; their surface chemical composition is altered only by
the third dredge up (TDU) phenomenon (Iben & Renzini
1983). The TDU is characterised by the inward penetration
of the base of the convective envelope following each TP; the
external mantle may thus reach internal layers undergoing
3α nucleosynthesis and greatly enriched in carbon. Oxygen
is also expected to be enhanced in this region of the star,
though at a smaller extent than carbon. Owing to repeated
TDU events, which eventually lead to the C/O > 1 condi-
tion, the stars with mass in the range 1 M 6 M 6 3 M
become C–stars. The upper limit of this mass interval is de-
termined by the achievement of HBB conditions, whereas
stars of mass below 1 M loose the external mantle before
becoming C–stars. The surface carbon enrichment increases
with the mass of the star, because models of higher mass
experience more TPs (thus, more TDU events) before the
envelope is entirely lost. Note that the upper limit in mass
for the achievement of the C–star stage is dependent on
the convection modelling. The ∼ 3Mvalue given above is
c© 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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Figure 1. Evolutionary tracks in the colour–magnitude (K − [4.5], [4.5]) diagram of AGB stars of different initial mass (purple open
square: 1M; green open triangle: 2M; blue full square: 3M; red open circle: 4M; black full triangle: 5M) and metallicity Z = 10−3
(left panel), Z = 2×10−3 (middle) and Z = 4×10−3 (right). The grey points represent observational data of the AGB candidate sample
in IC 1613 from Sibbons et al. (2015) and Boyer et al. (2015a), as described in Section 2. Note that the K magnitude is corrected for
foreground extinction in all figures.
found when the FST description is adopted. Other investi-
gators, using the MLT approach (Karakas & Lattanzio 2014;
Marigo et al. 2013) find a wider range in mass for carbon
stars. Unfortunately, the present study cannot be used to
discriminate among the different descriptions, because the
relative number of ∼ 5M C-stars expected (see Section 5
and Fig. 2), if any, is significantly smaller than lower-mass
counterparts to allow any statistics of the distribution of
stars along the C-star sequence.
4.2 The effects of metallicity
The metallicity of the stars has a significant impact on the
results obtained; this is because the efficiency of the mecha-
nisms potentially able to alter the surface chemical compo-
sition, namely TDU and HBB, changes with the metallicity.
An additional reason is that the core mass vs. initial mass re-
lationship becomes steeper when the metallicity decreases3.
On the physical side, because lower metallicity stars
evolve on more massive cores, the upper limit (in mass) of
the stars experiencing the AGB evolution and thus avoiding
core collapse, changes from 7.5 M for Z = 10−3 stars to
8 M for Z = 4 × 10−3. The lower limit for the ignition of
HBB also increases with Z: it changes from 2.5 M in the
Z = 10−3 case to 3 M for Z = 4× 10−3.
The surface chemistry of the stars experiencing HBB
is significantly affected by the metallicity because lower–Z
stars are exposed to a more advanced nucleosynthesis at the
base of the envelope. This particularly affects the oxygen
content, which is destroyed more easily in lower metallicity
models (e.g., see Fig. 3 in Ventura et al. 2013).
3 In the low-mass (6 2M) domain, the differences are due to
the higher efficiency of the H-burning shell in lower metallicity
stars, when evolving along the RGB; this makes the core to grow
faster, thus to higher core mass in the following phases. For M >
3M models, the core masses of lower metallicity stars are larger,
because they experience a more penetrating second dredge-up.
In the low–mass star domain the main effect of metallic-
ity is on the lowest mass of the stars eventually reaching the
C–star stage: in the Z = 10−3 case all stars of mass above
1 M become C–stars, whereas for Z = 4× 10−3 this lower
limit is 1.25 M. The reason for this trend with metallicity
is twofold: a) stars of lower Z achieve more easily the C–star
stage, because the initial oxygen is smaller; b) the efficiency
of TDU is higher in models of lower metallicity (Boothroyd
& Sackmann 1988).
4.3 Dust production in AGB stars
The winds of AGB stars prove an extremely favourable en-
vironment to dust formation, because they are extremely
cool and sufficiently dense to allow condensation of a large
number of gas molecules into dust (Ferrarotti & Gail 2001,
2002, 2006).
The dust production by the AGB models used in the
present analysis are extensively discussed in Ventura et al.
(2012a,b), Dell’Agli et al. (2014b), and Di Criscienzo et al.
(2013). An overall view of the results for various masses and
metallicities is presented in Ventura et al. (2014a). Here we
provide a short summary of the main findings of those works,
most relevant for the present investigation.
The threshold mass of∼ 3M for the activation of HBB
also plays an important role in the type of dust produced:
this is because the dust formed depends on the atmospheric
C/O ratio, with carbon-rich stars producing carbonaceous
dust (M < 3 M) and oxygen–rich AGB stars (M > 3 M)
forming silicates4 and alumina dust (Ventura et al. 2012a).
In the latter case, the amount of silicates and alumina
dust formed is approximately proportional to the metallic-
ity, because the abundance of silicon and aluminium scales
4 Note that we derived self-consistently the relative percentages
of iron-poor/iron-rich silicates formed (see eq. 8 and 9 in Ventura
et al. 2014a). In all the cases of interest here we find that silicates
produced are iron-poor.
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almost linearly with Z. The same holds for the SiC formed
in the lower mass counterparts, which is also dependent on
the silicon available in the envelope. Conversely, the solid
carbon formed is at first approximation independent of Z,
because the carbon transported to the surface via TDU is
formed in situ.
In the higher mass domain, the quantity of dust formed
increases with the initial mass of the star, because the den-
sity of the wind generally increases with mass, at least for
the stars experiencing HBB. In lower mass stars the amount
of carbon dust formed increases with the initial mass, as the
carbon accumulated to the surface is larger in higher mass
models (see Fig. 9 and 10 in Ventura et al. 2014a).
4.4 The infrared properties of AGB stars
The degree of obscuration of AGB stars depends on the type
and quantity of dust formed in the circumstellar envelope.
Dust particles reprocess the radiation emitted by the central
star to the IR, thus shifting the peak of the spectral energy
distribution to longer wavelengths.
In stars experiencing HBB, the degree of obscuration
increases during the initial part of the TP–AGB evolution,
because the growth of the core mass leads to stronger HBB
conditions, higher mass–loss rates, and higher density winds,
resulting in higher rates of silicate and alumina dust grain
growth (see Fig. 2 in Dell’Agli et al. 2015b). The largest op-
tical depths (of order unity) are reached in conjunction with
the phase when HBB is strongest, before the gradual loss of
the envelope provokes a general cooling of the whole external
region of the star. The fraction of the TP–AGB evolution
during which a star is obscured depends on the mass and
metallicity. Massive AGB stars, with mass above∼ 5−6M,
experience strong HBB at the first TPs, thus evolving with a
large degree of obscuration for the majority of the TP–AGB
phase. Conversely, stars of smaller mass (3M < M < 5M)
experience an initial TP–AGB evolution with scarce amount
of dust in their wind; the fraction of TP–AGB life during
which they are obscured is below ∼ 50%. The metallicity
trend is therefore straightforward: because higher–Z, mas-
sive TP–AGB stars produce more dust, the fraction of the
TP–AGB life when the stars are obscured is larger in higher–
Z objects.
Stars of mass below 3 M evolve initially with no
dust, as formation of silicates in the phases previous to the
achievement of the C–star phase is negligible. τ10 increases
significantly at the beginning of the C–star phase, and be-
comes larger as more carbon is accumulated to the surface.
This phase is longer at lower metallicity, where the C/O > 1
condition is reached more easily (see Fig. 2 in Dell’Agli et al.
2015b). Because more massive stars accumulate more car-
bon, the stars of initial mass around ∼ 2.5 M are those
reaching the largest degree of obscuration (τ10 ∼ 3).
Fig. 1 shows the path traced by the evolutionary tracks
of AGB models of various mass and metallicity in the color–
magnitude diagram (CMD; K − [4.5], [4.5]). The three pan-
els refer to the metallicities Z = 1, 2, 4 × 10−3 and show
the tracks of low–mass stars experiencing TDU and higher
mass objects, whose external mantle is exposed to HBB. All
the tracks move vertically in the initial early- and TP–AGB
phases, because little dust forms and the degree of obscu-
ration is small. The luminosity of the stars, hence the [4.5]
flux, increases as the core mass grows.
The tracks of stars of initial mass below ∼ 1 M keep
vertical for the whole AGB phase, because they never be-
come carbon stars, and the amount of silicates produced
during their evolution is too small to allow a significant de-
gree of obscuration.
The stars of mass in the range 1–3 M, as discussed pre-
viously, evolve initially as oxygen–rich objects, then become
C–stars once the C/O ratio exceeds unity. After the C–star
stage is reached, carbon dust forms and the tracks moves
rightwards in the CMD. The K−[4.5] colour becomes redder
as the stars evolve through the TP–AGB, due to the progres-
sive carbon enrichment of the surface layers, in turn favoured
by repeated TDU events. This is the case for ∼ 2 − 2.5M
stars, which accumulate the largest amount of carbon in the
external regions, favoring the highest dust production. At
a first approximation this mechanism occurs independently
from Z. The increase in the 4.5µm flux is associated to the
progressive shift of the SED to longer wavelengths, while the
overall luminosity of the star keeps approximately constant
in the latest TP–AGB phases. We stress here that the evolu-
tionary times become progressively shorter as the degree of
obscuration (hence, the K − [4.5] colour) increases because
the presence of carbonaceous dust, owing to the effects of ra-
diation pressure acting on dust grains, favours the increase
in the mass-loss rate.
For stars of initial mass above 3 M, the mass-loss rate
in the initial TP–AGB phase is not sufficient to form the
amount of dust necessary to provoke a significant degree of
obscuration, thus the tracks move vertically in the CMD. In
more advanced phases, the tracks move rightwards as dust
forms. Unlike their lower mass counterparts, in this case
the K − [4.5] colours reach a maximum during the phase of
strongest HBB and decreases afterwards5.
5 THE AGB POPULATION IN IC 1613
To characterise the AGB population of IC 1613, we used
the evolutionary sequences described in Section 4.4 to pro-
duce a synthetic distribution of the AGB population. Our
analysis is based essentially on the (K − [4.5], [4.5]) colour–
magnitude diagram; this choice is motivated by the clear
separation of O– and C–rich stars in this plane. Addition-
ally, reliable K magnitudes are available even for the stars
with a large degree of obscuration, thus rendering use of the
K fluxes more reliable than the J band. Following the pro-
cedure described in Dell’Agli et al. (2015a,b), the number
of stars extracted for each mass and metallicity depends on
the SFR (from Skillman et al. 2014) and the initial mass
function (IMF, here we used a Salpeter law, with x = −1.3)
at the epoch of star formation and on the overall duration of
the AGB phase.We consider the photometric uncertainties
(Sibbons et al. 2015; Boyer et al. 2015a) in the calculation
of the predicted AGB colors and magnitudes.
Concerning the metallicity distribution, based on the
results by Skillman et al. (2014), we assumed that the stars
5 For clarity, in Fig.1 we shown only the evolution until the max-
imum K − [4.5] colours reached by the star
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Figure 2. Left panel: the mass distribution of the AGB population of IC 1613, according to our synthetic modelling. The various masses
are separated among the three different metallicities used in the present analysis: Z = 10−3 (solid green), Z = 2 × 10−3 (dotted red)
and Z = 4× 10−3 (dashed blue). Right panel: the mass distribution of C–stars from the synthetic AGB population, with the same color
code used in the left panel. The filled histogram refers to C–stars with K − [4.5] > 0.5 mag.
Figure 3. Left panel: the colour–magnitude (K − [4.5], [4.5]) diagram of the AGB candidate sample (grey points); the blue and red
dots indicate respectively the O–rich and C–stars from synthetic modelling. The histograms on the y–axis represent the distribution of
observed (solid grey) and synthetic (dashed black) stars in [4.5] magnitude. RSG stars (open squares) classified by Menzies et al. (2015)
and xAGB stars (open circle) identified by Boyer et al. (2015b) are also shown. Right panel: the colour–magnitude (K − [4.5], [4.5])
diagram of the AGB candidate sample (grey) and xAGB stars (open cirlces) on the left; on the right, the synthetic population divided
in the three metallicities considered: Z = 10−3 (green), Z = 2× 10−3 (red) and Z = 4× 10−3 (blue).
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older than 4 Gyr formed with Z = 10−3. Similarly, we use
Z = 2 × 10−3 for ages in the range 0.5–4 Gyrs and Z =
4× 10−3 in the most recent epochs6.
The left panel of Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the
stars extracted, as a function of the initial mass and metal-
licity. For consistency with the analysis by Sibbons et al.
(2015), only the synthetic stars with K < 18.28 mag are
shown. Approximately half of the stars belong to the Z =
10−3 component, and their mass distribution peaks around
1M, corresponding to stars formed ∼ 5.5 Gyr ago. A sig-
nificant fraction (∼ 40%) is from stars with Z = 2 × 10−3
and mass in the range 1.5− 2M, formed between 800 Myr
and 1.8 Gyr ago. The theoretical population is completed
(∼ 10%) by higher metallicity (Z = 4× 10−3) objects, with
masses uniformly distributed in the range 3–5.5M, formed
between 70 and 300 Myrs ago. We also predict few objects of
mass 6 6 M/M 6 7.5, accounting for a negligible fraction
of the total population.
Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the observed (grey
points) and expected distribution of AGB stars in IC 1613,
in the CMD. The synthetic population in the left panel is
split among stars with a surface ratio C/O < 1 (blue points)
and C–stars (red points). In the right panel the synthetic
sample is divided among the three metallicities used in the
present analysis. The three panels of Fig. 4 show the compar-
ison between the observations and the synthetic population
in the CMD, for each of the three metallicities considered;
the extracted points are colour–coded according to the mass
of the progenitor. Fig. 5 shows the comparison between the
C– and O–rich samples classified by Sibbons et al. (2015)
and the synthetic AGB population. We now discuss sep-
arately our interpretation of the different groups of stars
present in the observed sample.
5.1 Oxygen–rich stars
According to our analysis, oxygen–rich stars constitute the
majority (∼ 65%) of the AGB sample of IC 1613. 85% of the
oxygen–rich AGB stars descend from low–mass stars, with
initial masses M 6 3M. These stars are evolving through
the early– and initial TP–AGB phases, before reaching the
C–star stage. In the CMD, these objects populate the bluer
region, with −0.5 < K − [4.5] < 0.5 and [4.5] > 16.5 mag.
The circumstellar envelope of these stars is essentially dust–
free. Based on the results shown in Fig. 4, we deduce that
the blue, low–luminosity region in the CMD is mainly pop-
ulated by metal-poor objects (Z 6 2 × 10−3), with masses
M ∼ 1−1.5M. The reason why these objects are the dom-
inant population of the O–rich sample is twofold: a) lower
mass stars (M < 1M) make only 13% of the oxygen–rich
AGB stars because they are expected to evolve at magni-
tudes above the cut only in the very final thermal pulses,
thus for a limited fraction of their AGB phase; b) higher
6 According to Skillman et al. (2014), the metallicity of stars
older than ∼ 8Gyr should be smaller than Z = 10−3, which
would require use of ∼ 1M models of Z < 10−3. However, as
shown by Di Criscienzo et al. (2013), the main evolution and dust
production properties of low–mass, low–metallicity objects is not
significantly sensitive on Z. Therefore, we may safely assume a
minimum metallicity of Z = 10−3 in the present analysis.
mass (M ∼ 2 − 3M) objects evolve above the threshold
magnitude since the early–AGB; however, the number of
these stars in the O–rich phase is smaller than their lower
mass counterparts because any realistic mass function peaks
towards lower masses and, more important, 2 − 3M stars
evolve as C–stars for a significant fraction (∼ 50%) of their
TP–AGB life.
From Fig.4 and 5, we note that 15% of the stars pop-
ulating the bottom–left region of the CMD with colours
K− [4.5] < 0.5 mag and [4.5] > 16.5 mag, have just reached
the C–star stage; the small carbon excess with respect to
oxygen is the reason for the low degree of obscuration and
their relatively blue colours.
More massive stars (M > 3M) account only for 15% of
the O–AGB population in IC 1613. Though small in number,
these stars can be easily identified, because they are the only
objects that evolve to magnitudes brighter than [4.5] = 16.5
mag, at K − [4.5] ∼ 0 mag. This is clearly shown in Fig.
1, showing that the evolutionary tracks of models of mass
above ∼ 3M in the initial TP–AGB phases reproduce the
vertical finger in the CMD at K − [4.5] ∼ 0 mag, extending
to [4.5] ∼ 15 mag. In more advanced phases, the ignition
of HBB and the consequent increase in the mass-loss rate
favour the production of large quantities of silicates (Ventura
et al. 2014a), with the gradual shift of the spectral energy
distribution towards longer wavelengths and redder K−[4.5]
colours. During this phase with efficient HBB these massive
TP–AGB stars are surrounded by silicates grains, with typ-
ical dimension asil ∼ 0.08µm and optical depth τ10 ∼ 0.5.
These stars formed in recent epochs (t < 300 Myrs ago) and,
according to the AMR by Skillman et al. (2014), they belong
to the most metal–rich component, namely Z = 4 × 10−3.
The relatively low number of these objects stems from the
small values of the IMF in this range of masses and the
short duration of their AGB phase. We note that in or-
der to reproduce the magnitude distribution of the stars
in the vertical finger of the CMD, it was necessary to in-
crease the SFR by Skillman et al. (2014) by a factor of 2
in the epochs between 100 Myr and 500 Myr ago.This step
was necessary to increase by ∼ 30% the number of stars of
mass 3M 6 M 6 5.5M, which populate the finger. This
assumption would be relaxed by taking into account the
partial contamination7 from red super giant (RSG) stars,
expected to populate the brightest region of the CMD. In
particular, the stars identified by Menzies et al. (2015) as
RSG, on the basis of their small variability (open squares
in Fig. 3), populate the region K − [4.5] 6 0.5 mag and
[4.5] < 16 mag. of the RSG stars contamination is difficult
(out of the scope of this paper) due to the poor resolution
of the SFR in the most recent epochs (t < 500 Myrs).
The left panel of Fig. 5 outlines a nice agreement be-
tween the expected distribution of oxygen–rich stars in the
CMD and the sources classified as O–rich by Sibbons et al.
(2015) (see Sect. 2). Some differences appear for the bright-
est [4.5] magnitudes. Three, very bright stars, classified as
oxygen–rich AGB stars by Sibbons et al. (2015), populate
the region of the CMD (K− [4.5], [4.5]) ∼ (0.1, 13), not cov-
ered by any of the evolutionary tracks shown in Fig.1. Such
7 Note that foreground contamination has already been taken
into account and it is negligible (<1%, Section 2).
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Figure 4. The colour–magnitude (K − [4.5], [4.5]) diagram of the observed AGB candidate sample (grey) and the synthetic population
with colour code indicating the initial mass; each panel refers to one of the three metallicities considered: Z = 10−3 (left), Z = 2× 10−3
(middle) and Z = 4× 10−3 (right).
a large [4.5] magnitudes are indeed reached by massive TP–
AGB stars (5−7M), when the HBB experienced is strong.
However, during these phases silicate dust is formed in sig-
nificant quantities (Ventura et al. 2014a), thus producing a
large IR emission. The evolutionary tracks (see Fig. 1) then
move to colours K− [4.5] ∼ 1 mag, significantly redder than
the values observed. For this reason we rule out that these
are AGB stars, rather we suggest that they belong to the
RSG sample of IC 1613. This result is in agreement with
results from the literature. Two out of the three bright stars
(J010501.65+020839.2 and J010458.36+020908.4) were clas-
sified as super giants by Menzies et al. (2015), as shown in
Fig. 3. In the left panel of Fig. 5, we also note that the
observed O-rich sequence extends a bit redwards than our
synthetic distribution, at colours K − [4.5] ∼ 0.4− 0.5. This
is partly due to the criterion adopted to divide the C-rich
and the O-rich stars in IC1613. An additional motivation
could be that the distribution of the stars in this region of
the CMD is extremely sensitive to the details of the descrip-
tion of the transition from the O-rich to the C-star phase,
which is affected by some degree of uncertainty.
In the right panel of Fig.3 we see that the region of
the CMD −0.5 < K − [4.5] < 0.5, where almost the entire
oxygen–rich AGB population of IC 1613 is located, harbours
stars with different metallicities. In particular, the [4.5] mag-
nitude can be partly used as a metallicity discriminator:
while the [4.5] > 17 mag region is populated by O–rich AGB
stars of any metallicity, only Z = 2, 4×10−3 objects evolve to
magnitudes 16 mag < [4.5] < 17 mag, while the [4.5] < 16
mag zone is populated exclusively by Z = 4 × 10−3 AGB
stars. This is a natural consequence of the AMR by Skill-
man et al. (2014), according to which only Z = 4 × 10−3
stars formed in the last 500 Myr, thus implying that only
the most metal–rich (Z = 4 × 10−3), AGB stars descend
from most massive (M > 2.5M) objects.
5.2 Carbon stars
The region of the CMD with colours K − [4.5] > 0.5 mag
is populated only by stars that have reached the carbon
star stage8; this is clearly shown in the distribution of C–
stars, shown in the left panel of Fig. 3. The C–star sequence
defines a diagonal band, crossing the CMD from the region
K−[4.5] ∼ 0.5 mag to the reddest objects, withK−[4.5] ∼ 2.
A few stars are found with K− [4.5] ∼ 4 mag. Following the
analysis by Dell’Agli et al. (2014a), we identify this diago-
nal band as an obscuration sequence, in turn related to the
amount of carbon accumulated in the surface layers by re-
peated TDU episodes. In the phases immediately following
the achievement of the C–star stage, stars produce a negligi-
ble quantity of dust (τ10 below 10
−7). In these early phases,
the C–star population partly overlaps with the O–rich AGB
stars in the CMD, as shown in Fig. 3. In the subsequent
evolutionary phases, more and more carbon is accumulated
to the external regions of the star, which favors the forma-
tion of considerable quantities of dust, and the evolutionary
tracks gradually move redwards.
According to our analysis, the C–stars in IC 1613 de-
scend from stars with initial mass in the range 1M 6M 6
3M, corresponding to ages from 300Myr to 5.5 Gyr. The
majority of these objects (see the histogram shown in the
right panel of Fig. 2 and the left panel of Fig. 4) are the
progeny of 1.25M stars with metallicity Z = 10−3, formed
2.5 Gyr ago. A significant contribution (∼ 30%) to the C–
star sample is provided by stars of initial mass ∼ 1.5−2.5M
and metallicity Z = 2 × 10−3. Both components populate
the region of the diagram at K − [4.5] > 0.5 mag as shown
by the filled histogram in the right panel of Fig. 2.
According to the recent analysis by Ventura et al.
(2016), the redwards extension of the C–star sequence in
the CMD, built with the IR bands, is a valuable indicator
of the progenitors of the stars belonging to the observed
sample, of the carbon accumulated in the external stellar
regions, and of the rate at which mass loss occurs. The anal-
ysis by Ventura et al. (2016) must be considered on a qual-
itative grounds, as it does not account for binarity, which
8 A few, very bright, oxygen–rich stars are also present in this
region of the diagram.
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might potentially increase the mass loss rate substantially,
via non-spherical mass loss. However, as we will clarify in the
following, a similar, tight correlation between the degree of
obscuration (hence, the K−[4.5] colour) and the parameters
given above, cannot be applied in this case. In the case of IC
1613, the right panel of Fig. 3 and the left and middle pan-
els of Fig. 4 show that both Z = 10−3 stars of initial mass
∼ 1.0− 1.25M and their Z = 2× 10−3 counterparts, with
initial mass ∼ 1.5−2.0M, populate the region of the CMD
at K−[4.5] ∼ 2 mag. In the MCs, Ventura et al. (2016) iden-
tified a unique class of progenitors for stars in the reddest
side of the C–star sequence, but here we find a miscellaneous
distribution of masses and chemical compositions. The rea-
son for this is that the SFH of IC 1613 is rather constant
(Skillman et al. 2014), whereas the SFH of the MCs present
peaks of intense star formation (Harris & Zaritsky 2009),
during which the formation of the stars currently populat-
ing the red side of the C–star sequence occurred (Ventura
et al. 2016).
In the analysis of the C–stars populating the reddest
regions of the CMD, we note that objects with Z = 10−3
that have the reddest K − [4.5] colours are those evolving
through the very final TP–AGB phase, when the envelope is
about to be entirely lost. This is deduced by comparing the
terminal point of the 1M track, in the left panel of Fig 1,
with position of the stars in the CMD at K− [4.5] ∼ 2 mag.
Conversely, for the C–star population of higher mass and
metallicity, our models predict that the very final TP–AGB
phases are at much redder colours than the AGB stars con-
sidered in the CMD9 (Fig.1). This difference is motivated
by the greater amounts of carbon accumulated at the sur-
face of these objects compared to their counterparts of lower
mass, which favour a significant increase in the mass–loss
rate thus provoking a considerable shortening of the evolu-
tionary time–scale. It is interesting to note that, owing to the
larger initial masses involved, the Z = 2× 10−3 stars evolve
to brighter [4.5] magnitudes, compared to the Z = 10−3 ob-
jects (see right panel of Fig. 3). Our models predict that
the stars on the reddest side of the C–star sequence are sur-
rounded by carbonaceous particles, of size 0.1−0.15µm, with
optical depth τ10 ∼ 0.1. Smaller dust grains (∼ 0.05µm)
of SiC are also expected to be present in the circumstel-
lar envelope of this group of stars. In summary, owing to
the combination of the SFH and the AMR, which make the
mass distribution to peak at low-metallicity, ∼ 1 − 1.5M
stars (see Fig. 2), we find that the majority of the most ob-
scured AGB stars, giving the largest contribution to dust
production in IC1613, belongs to the lower-metallicity stel-
lar component, with Z 6 2× 10−3.
There is nice agreement between the objects classified as
C–stars by Sibbons et al. (2015) and the stars with C/O > 1
in the simulated population. This can be seen in the right
panel of Fig. 5, which shows that the color-magnitude distri-
bution of the observed sample is reproduced by the models.
Only in the lowest part of the diagram do we find a mismatch
between the two samples, where a selection effect limits the
number of C stars identified photometrically.
The histogram shown in the left panel of Fig. 3 outlines
9 The presence of extremely obscured stars, not detected in the
K band, can not be neglected.
Figure 5. Left panel: the colour–magnitude (K − [4.5], [4.5]) di-
agram of the O–rich stars (gray points) classified by Sibbons et
al. (2015) (see section 2) and O–rich stars (blue) from synthetic
modelling. Right panel: the same distribution for C–AGB candi-
dates (gray points) classified by Sibbons et al. (2015) (see section
2) and carbon stars (red) from the synthetic population.
a slight mismatch between the expected and observed num-
ber of stars in the magnitude range 16 mag < [4.5] < 16.5
mag. According to our modelling, only a small number of
AGB stars should be present in that region of the CMD,
thus suggesting a too-fast evolution through that magnitude
interval. That part of the CMD is populated by 1.5− 2M
objects that have just achieved the C–star stage. The small
number of predicted stars is triggered by the sudden shift of
the SED to longer wavelengths as the C–star phase begins,
which in turn, is motivated by an efficient dust production
mechanism. This suggests the need for more detailed treat-
ment of dust formation in the cases when the radiation pres-
sure is not highly efficient in accelerating the wind. This is
not surprising, considering that these are the only situa-
tions where the results obtained are significantly dependent
on the adopted boundary conditions, particularly the veloc-
ity (v0) with which the wind enters the condensation region.
We confirmed this by changing v0 from 1km/s to 2 km/s,
which leads to a slower evolution through that region of the
CMD with K−[4.5] < 1 mag. Note that this assumption has
a negligible effect on stars populating reddest region of the
diagram, where the dust production sufficiently accelerates
the wind, eliminating any dependency on the initial velocity.
This choice leads to a much better agreement between the
observations and the expected distribution of stars.
5.3 xAGB stars
Recent studies of the MCs outlined the presence of ex-
tremely red objects, with (J − K) > 2 mag; spectroscopic
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Figure 6. The colour–magnitude ([3.6] − [4.5], [3.6]) diagram of
the sample of xAGB stars classified by Boyer et al. (2015b) (open
circles); the blue and red dots indicate respectively the O–rich and
carbon stars from synthetic modelling. The full AGB candidate
sample (grey points) is also shown. Empty open circles refer to
stars not selected as AGB candidates by Sibbons et al. (2015).
analysis showed that these AGB stars are mainly carbon
stars (Woods et al. 2011, Boyer et al. 2015c, Dell’Agli et al.
2015a,b).
Blum et al. (2006) classified these objects as “extreme–
AGB” (xAGB); a straight application of that classification
cannot be adopted here since the J-band magnitude is not
available for a large fraction of AGB stars in IC 1613. For
this reason, Boyer et al. (2015b) identified xAGB stars in
this galaxy using both the variability index (with 2 epochs)
introduced by Vijh et al. (2009) and an IR colour–magnitude
classification ([3.6] − [4.5] > 0.1 mag and M3.6 = −8 mag).
Based on this criterion, they identified 30 xAGB stars in IC
1613, shown as open circles in Fig. 6. In the same ([3.6]-
[4.5],[3.6]) diagram, we report the observed stars of our cat-
alogue (grey points) and the results from our simulation,
divided among carbon stars (red) and oxygen–rich objects
(blue). The xAGB sample of IC 1613 are modeled to be
the progeny of 1–1.25M stars of metallicity Z = 10−3
and 1.5 − 2.5M objects with Z = 2 × 10−3. These stars
are currently evolving through the final TP–AGB phase, af-
ter several TDU events have determined the transition to
the C–star stage. All these sources are modeled to be sur-
rounded by carbon dust, with optical depths in the range
0.01 < τ10 < 0.1. A tighter identification of the mass
and chemical composition of the individual xAGB is not
straightforward; the only exceptions are the sources located
at [3.6]− [4.5] > 0.5 mag, which descend from ∼ 2M stars
of metallicity Z = 2× 10−3.
This interpretation of the xAGB stars is also confirmed
by their position in the (K − [4.5], [4.5]) diagram, where
they populate the carbon star sequence (see Section 5.2) up
to K − [4.5] ∼ 4 mag. Note that the reddest xAGB stars
(empty open circles with K − [4.5] > 2 mag in Fig. 3, left
panel) are not classified as AGB candidates by Sibbons et
al. (2015), mainly because they are obscured and thus not
detected in the J band. Therefore, we can conclude that:
a) the criterion assumed by Sibbons et al. (2015) entails a
probable loss of the most obscured stars; and b) the colour
extension of the carbon star sequence up toK−[4.5] ∼ 4 mag
predicted by the models is confirmed by the observations.
5.4 Dust–production rate
The estimation of the dust-production rate (DPR) from
AGB stars is still a matter of debate. Several observational
methods are adopted, usually based on the IR excess and
the estimated mass-loss rate. This was the case for the
MCs, where the DPR was determined either by excess in
the Spitzer 8 µm band (Srinivasan et al. 2009; Boyer et al.
2012) or by the colour excess (Matsuura et al. 2009, 2013).
An alternative approach fit the SED of the individual objects
(Riebel et al. 2012; Srinivasan et al. 2016). These kind of es-
timates become very difficult in other dwarf galaxies because
the larger distances and the lower metallicities make the es-
timation more uncertain, particularly without the support
of theoretical models able to describe the dust-production
process in metal-poor environments. The first attempts to
estimate the DPR based on the theoretical description of
the dusty circumstellar envelope of AGB stars (in the MCs)
were published by Zhukovska et al. (2013); Schneider et al.
(2014); Dell’Agli et al. (2015a).
To reach this goal in the case of IC 1613, we followed the
same approach used for the LMC (see Sect. 8 in Dell’Agli et
al. (2015a) for more details): at each time step of the AGB
evolution, the DPR (M˙d) of the individual stars is calcu-
lated as the product of the mass–loss rate and the degree of
condensation of each dust species considered. For oxygen–
rich stars, we consider the percentage of gaseous silicon and
aluminum condensed, respectively, to silicates and alumina
dust. For carbon stars we take into account the fraction of
carbon and silicon condensed into solid carbon and SiC par-
ticles.
Our predicted contribution to the total DPR of IC 1613
from each class of stars is summarized in Table 1. O–rich
AGB stars contribute M˙ ∼ 10−7M/yr, with a dominant
contribution from silicate dust (90%) compared to alumina
dust (∼ 10%). The O–rich stars provide most (above ∼ 90%)
of the DPR from stars of mass above ∼ 3M; although lim-
ited in number, these objects produce much higher quan-
tities of dust than their counterparts of smaller mass. The
latter are evolving through the O–rich phase previous to
the formation of a carbon star, when limited dust produc-
tion occurs. The carbon star contribution to the DPR is
M˙d ∼ 5× 10−7M/yr. Most of the dust formed is solid car-
bon, with a very modest (below ∼ 3%) contribution from
silicon carbide; this is due to the small metallicities and the
resulting scarcity of gaseous silicon in the wind. Among the
various stars belonging to the C–rich group (see discussion
in section 5.2), those providing most of the DPR (∼ 80%)
are the progeny of 2M objects of metallicity Z = 2×10−3;
the remaining contribution (∼ 20%) is given by Z = 10−3
stars of initial mass ∼ 1M. The estimate of DPR from C-
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Table 1. Properties of the synthetic AGB population
M/M Z age % a [µm] DPR [M/yr]
O–rich
low-mass 6 3M 6 2× 10−3 0.3 - 12 Gyr 55% ∼ 0.001 ∼ 10−8
high-mass > 3M 4× 10−3 40 - 200 Myr 10% 0.007-0.08 ∼ 9× 10−8
C–rich 1− 3M 6 2× 10−3 0.3-5.5 Gyr 35% 0.003-0.18 ∼ 5× 10−7
stars is affected by the uncertainties on the rate of mass loss,
the efficiency of the TDU (determining the carbon available
in the surface regions), the details of condensation of car-
bon molecules and the SFH. We estimate that the overall
uncertainty associated to the given DPR is below ∼ 30%.
The C-rich population is giving the dominant contri-
bution also to the gas pollution of IC1613. According to
our analysis, the mass of carbon gas ejected by AGB stars
into the ISM is M˙Cg ∼ 2.7 × 10−6M/yr, against the
corresponding quantities of oxygen gas, estimated to be
M˙Og ∼ 1.1 × 10−6M/yr. This reflects the higher number
of carbon stars currently loosing mass at larger rates com-
pared to the O-rich population. However, we expect that
the current C/O ratio of the ISM is lower, as our estimate
is based only on the AGB winds, thus neglecting additional
contributions from, e.g., the pristine gas in the ISM and
the mass lost by supergiants. The gas-to-dust ratio from the
AGB population is M˙g/MM˙d ∼ 1000, estimated from the
gas and dust mass-loss rates from the synthetic AGB popu-
lation. This value is in agreement with the expectation that
gas-to-dust ratios increase in lower metallicity environments
(e.g., van Loon et al. 2000).
6 CONCLUSIONS
We study the population of AGB stars in the dwarf galaxy
IC 1613 comparing models to the combination of near–IR
photometry from Sibbons et al. (2015) and mid–IR data
from the DUSTiNGS catalogue (Boyer et al. 2015a). To this
aim, we follow the same approach used to investigate the
evolved stars in the MCs, based on a population synthesis
method; wherein the observed distribution of stars in the
colour–magnitude plane is compared to the simulated pop-
ulation. We build the simulations with the latest generation
of AGB models, which include dust formation in the circum-
stellar envelope. To date, this is the first study where these
models are applied to a galaxy external to the MCs system.
The nice agreement between the models and the observa-
tions allows an interesting characterization of the individ-
ual sources observed, with the determination of the mass,
chemical composition, and progenitor formation epoch. We
find that the AGB sample of IC 1613 is composed of 65%
oxygen–rich objects and 35% carbon stars. The first group is
dominated by a low–mass (M < 2M) component, account-
ing for 55% of the overall AGB population, formed 2–5Gyr
ago, with metallicity below Z ∼ 2 × 10−3. These stars are
evolving through the AGB phases previous to the achieve-
ment of the carbon star stage and their environment is essen-
tially dust–free. The remaining oxygen–rich stars comprise
a younger population (ages below 200 Myr) of higher metal-
licity (Z = 4 × 10−3) stars, descending from objects with
mass above 3M. This young population can be easily iden-
tified in the colour–magnitude (K − [4.5], [4.5]) diagram, as
they populate a vertical finger at K − [4.5] ∼ 0 mag and
[4.5] < 16.5 mag. The carbon stars in IC 1613 descend from
stars in the range 1–2.5M and metallicities Z 6 2× 10−3,
formed between 300 Myr and 5.5 Gyr ago. Their IR proper-
ties are mainly determined by the amount of carbon dust in
their circumstellar envelope. Similarly to the MCs, these ob-
jects trace an obscuration sequence in the CMD that extends
to K − [4.5] ∼ 4 mag. Our models predict that the sources
exhibiting the largest degree of obscuration are surrounded
by solid carbon particles, with size 0.1−0.15µm. These stars
give the dominant contribution (∼ 85%) to the overall dust–
production rate of IC 1613, predicted to be 5× 10−7M/yr
by our simulations.
The present work not only represents a major step in the
understanding of the gas and dust pollution from AGB stars,
but also demonstrates that these models can be used to char-
acterise evolved stellar populations in diverse environments.
These findings are timely with the upcoming instruments
such as the European Extremely Large Telescope or James
Webb Space Telescope, which will enormously increase the
number of galaxies where AGB stars will be resolved. Analy-
ses similar to this will provide important information about
star formation histories, which are currently inferred only
from integrated spectral energy distributions.
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